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About This Content

It has come to our attention that a disturbingly large number of unidentified psykers were found among the denizens of an
Imperial world. The Ordo Hereticus has flagged this anomaly as a case of utmost priority.

This DLC contains a special Priority Assignment, which has its own plot and consists of a series of new missions. Upon
completing the Assignment, you will be rewarded with a unique cosmetic item. (Please note that this assignment is only

available after unlocking the Agartha Subsector.)
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7+ (8 / 8.1 / 10)

Processor: Intel CPU Core i3-2120 (3.3 GHz) / AMD CPU FX-6300 (3.5 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 760 (2 GB) / AMD Radeon HD 7850 (2 GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

English,French,German,Hungarian,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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The game looks nice visually, however, the gameplay in combination with the menu screens, music, and sound effects almost
seem incomplete. The game feels like it should still be in early access. The multiplayer feels tacked on, but at least is a nice
addition. The game has potential, but I would not recommend it at this time. I would want to see more updates and fixes to the
game in terms of it's polish. The game feels like Diddy Kong Racing, but suffers without a story explaning why there is a hub
world (and the lack of a menu screen to select levels). At $12.99, I would not recommend this title sadly.. I've been waiting for a
long time to play this game. For except of the DMC5, Jump Force and Resident Evil 2, the Protocol was most anticipated game
for me.

From the beggining this was VR capable game. There are some small bugs, but in most the Protocol is quite playable in VR.
For two hours I've played already I was not dissappointed.

1. Graphics looks ok for me, not toonish like quite bunch of other VR games. Some textures are not as sharp as it could be.

2. Gameplay is interesting, but hard, casual gamers won't like it. Some times you have to do some boring stuff, for example you
have to go back for the card, because you forgot it in another terminal. Quite like in real life don't you think?

3. Music and Sound. There are glitches with some environment sound but for most of the time it is ok. Music do not disturb
from gameplay and it is big plus for me.

3.1. Voices. Actually I like voice actors performance. The game does support for Russian language, but I prefer English voices.
Hope I won't miss any refernces or subbplot because of translation.

4. Story. I've played only for two hours and have not yet reached event third chapter so I can not tell much. But for now it seems
interesting.

So, do I like the game? - Sure thing
Do I recommend it? - Sure thing
Do I voilate the Protocol? - Sure thing

Have a nice day!. unplayable, every 15 minutes the game crashes. The content of this review in short: this OST freaking rules,
buy it and support the composer!

If you're not lazy to read a few more sentences, here's more to you. First of all, I need to say a few starting words: I've been
following Jitz and his work for a very long time, almost a decade since 2005 when I first heard his guitars in Serious Sam: The
Second Encounter (even though I had no idea who exactly was the man behind the crushing riffs that practically lead me to
metal music in general). If you wake me up in the middle of the night and ask - who's one of the most underrated guitarists of
the last two decades, you bet you'll instantly hear Jitz's name in reply. From Undercode and classic Serious Sam games to Big
Rock and his solo career, it was always a grand pleasure to see what Jitz was capable of. And I'm just really proud and glad that
Ivan still makes music and he still literally rocks.

This soundtrack in particular is a very solid addition to his musical achievements list. While - being honest here - not the
heaviest and mindblowing work, it's certainly a great soundtrack for a fun and captivating game. Playing as Metalhead Marty on
his quest to return stolen beer and crush Satan himself, running and jumping like a crazy burning bunny through the flying
shores of hell, you may certainly expect some heavy music playing in background, and if you do - you'll get what you want,
fellas. The music perfectly accompanies the gameplay, being both captivating, energetic, rushing you to move forward and at
the same time not distracting you from the speedrunning process at all. It's there, it's driven and free, yet your ears never get
overwhelmed while playing. Just like one of my friends said, this soundtrack is somewhat of a mix between the last Undercode's
album and Ivan's solo album released in 2013. Kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and dark heavy riffs, fast tempo and most
importantly - fantastic, fast and melodic trademark Ivan's guitar solos will be a pleasure for all the fans of Serious Sam games in
particular and metal music in general, especially for those of you who appreciate such legendary bands and artists as Black
Sabbath, Judas Priest, Joe Satriani, Steve Vai, Alice in Chains, Undercode e.t.c. You buy it and you basically get a solid metal
album consisting of 10 awesome instrumental tracks with heavy guitars and blazing rhythms, as well as a great homage to our
favorite rock and metal stars.
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All in all, it's a nice addition to any gamer's and metalhead's collection, so don't miss it at any cost. Once again, I'm very happy
that my brother-in-metal Jitz is conquering new peaks, and I hope that he'll have more videogames soundtracks like this in the
future and get more overall world-wide recognition he deserved after decades of his music career. Considering the last news
from Croteam, I cannot wait for what he is up to in the upcoming Serious Sam 4 game, and soundtrack for \u00abSeum:
Speedrunners from Hell\u00bb is definitely a worthy opportunity to brighten up the waiting!

Favorite tracks from the soundtrack: 'Welcome', 'Escape from SEUM', 'Broken Bridge', 'Riddle', 'Rush', 'Trapped in SEUM',
'Vortex', 'The Machine'... wait a second, am I gonna list all the songs from the OST now?. Best puzzle game ever!!!
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Oddly, this steam-ported version of FF vs the 3rd Reich works correctly compared to it's prequel. A definite must-buy for
comic book geeks and tactical RPG connoisseurs, and the amount of modding resources available is staggering.. awesome game
wish there were more games like this. Scroll-shooters that remove your weapon when you lose a life should not exist. It's
compounding a punishment when there is absolutely no need for it.

Also, I don't like the tactile feel of this game. Hitting enemies with weapons is unsatisfying, as there are often no hit markers
and even the basic enemies require multiple hits. Because of this, the game feels sluggish, even though the ship moves quite fast.

Visuals are pretty OK, but overal I just dislike too much about this game and can't recommend it to anyone. Get Xenoraid or
Saviours instead, if you haven played then yet - they are much, much better.. A phenomenally fun game, especially for the low
price of a single dollar. Flying around is fun and not too nauseating for experienced VR players. That said, the game is boring
without other people to fight, and a huge issue is the inability to turn with a joystick or something rather than physically turn,
something that can screw up gameplay on Oculus.. I am really loving this game! It is so interesting getting all these different
characters while learning Aabout the main characters past through what the villagers are saying. It is wonderful mix of
mismatched creativity and mildly gruesome actions. Love the art as well!. Great story and nice graphics, very well done! This is
what immersive VR feels like. I really felt like I was in the story. Looking forward to paying for more content when it gets
released. I could lose hours in this world.. Pretty interesting concept for a puzzle game! Reminded me a tiny bit of portals and
how you ended up "thinking with portals", this game did a similar thing where you end up with the right frame of mind and all.

Definitely recommend, worth the money.. Nice game so far. Graphics are old but ok for a game from 2001, I guess. I can't save
the game over the menu, but I found out that it saves automatically if you just close the game over the menu. So that is not a real
problem.
However, "cougar runtime engine has stopped working" is an annoying problem, which occurs usually when you hand someone
over a certain bone, but also coincidentally sometimes. The latter can't be avoided, so just save often. The thing with the bone is,
that you have to skip the talk with escape (even if you do that the game may crash, but after some tries you can usually make it
through).
Apart from these problems, which definitely need to be fixed, I really enjoy the game and its story. If you can ignore these bugs
and like mystery, it is worth a try.. Guns are too easily unlockable, so once you unlock the grenade launcher,. This is bad. It is
the low rent version of games like this. TABS is approaching fun, this has never heard of the word.
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